
Specification

․Input/output
  -HDMI
․Recording Format
  -MP4(H.264/AAC)

․Source device with HDMI output
․TV or monitor with HDMI input
․Power Adapter Rating (5V/2A)

*Please use the power adapter included in this box. Using 
other power sources can cause damage to the device.

System Requirement 

Light and portable, the EzRecorder 130 features a user-friendly set-up system that requires only 
a USB. Another advantage of the EzRecorder 130 is the ability to use it independently of a PC. 
Simply connect the EzRecorder 130 to an HDMI video source and store HD footage up to 1080p 
30fps in real time. Make footage from all your favorite programs easier to save now and enjoy 
with instant playback!

Capture HD Video for Home Entertainment
EzRecorder 130

Package Included
․EzRecorder 130 (Weight: 176g)
․Power Adapter (5V2A)
․Remote Control (Batteries Included)
․DC to Mini USB Cable 
․User Manual 

․USB hard drive with NTFS file format
 -USB hard drive NOT included
 -Recommend high-performance USB 2.0 or 3.0 hard drive

 *Please insert USB hard drive before powering on the device
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Fit prime time around your schedule
Keeping track of the newest episode, viewing the week’s football game, and
staying up to date with any TV series should not have to be time-consuming. Just
turn on your STB and set it to the channel of your favorite show. After that,
EzRecorder 130 takes care of recording the content right on time as scheduled!

Features

Save Your Favorite Moments: pause or snapshot moments
Reduce the hassle of recording by recording only the footage that you want! Upon 
pausing and resuming from the same show, the clip will be saved as one file, 
instead of being splintered. Aside from pausing, EzRecorder 130 offers a 
snapshot function as well. To better capture a moment, you can take a snapshot 
of a frame during playback.

Review and post-edit your footage on the spot
Add one final touch with EzRecorder 130 post-production options. The built-in 
video editor allows you to trim unwanted frames away and piece the clip back 
together – no computers necessary!

*Any unauthorized snapshot or recording of copyrighted materials may infringe on the rights of copyright owners and is 
against Copyright Laws. Restrictions set by HDCP protection will prohibit certain contents from being recorded by 
EzRecorder 130.


